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The THIEME Atlas of Anatomy integrates anatomy and clinical concepts Organized intuitively, with

self-contained guides to specific topics on every two-page spread Hundreds of clinical applications

integrated into the anatomical descriptions, emphasizing the vital link between anatomical structure

and function Beautifully illustrated with expertly rendered digital watercolors, cross-sections, x-rays,

and CT and MRI scans Clearly labeled images help you easily identify each structure Summary

tables throughout ideal for rapid review Setting a new standard for the study of anatomy, the

THIEME Atlas of Anatomy is more than a collection of anatomical illustrationsit is an indispensable

resource for anyone who works with the human body
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...The perfect combination of information and ease of use. It combines concise explanatory text with

terrific illustrations and applications for any clinical setting...This atlas has the most beautiful, precise

anatomical pictures. It is a must-have book for people who learn more and better by seeing

structures rather than just reading about them. Students as well as seasoned therapists will benefit

from the information in this text.--ADVANCE for Physical Therapists & PT AssistantsIt was a

pleasure to review this atlas...The authors have done a superb job of combining excellent,

high-quality illustrations with clinical correlations, informational tables, and teaching points...A

comprehensive text...Beneficial to any student who is seeking beginning, as well as additional,



knowledge in the areas of the head and neuroanatomy...An excellent atlas for the physical therapy

student enrolled in a neurorehabilitation or neuroscience course due to the excellent illustrations,

pertinent clinical correlations, and explanatory/summarizing tables contained in each chapter...An

excellent reference for the faculty member teaching within this content area as well as the clinician

working in neurorehabilitation.--Journal of Orthopaedic & Sports Physical TherapyThis is a

wonderfully illustrated anatomy text which is well organized, easy to read and access. Hundreds of

beautiful color plates in a field where a picture speaks a thousand words. If you like anatomy, this is

a text you must have.--Journal of the American Association of Forensic DentistsPremier illustrations

that are correlated with the relevant clinical material...All illustrations are of high quality and are

printed in color on durable paper...Each anatomic section is presented in various views, thus

allowing for key areas to be either highlighted or clearly labeled...Occasionally, color schematics are

used to strategically emphasize relationships of structure and function. This format is a good tool for

achieving the ultimate goal of constructing a 3-dimensional schematic...tables throughout the text

summarize or outline high-yield information...most helpful...a valuable reference text.--Annals of

Otology, Rhinology & Laryngology

The THIEME Atlas of Anatomy integrates anatomy and clinical concepts Organized intuitively, with

self-contained guides to specific topics on every two-page spread Hundreds of clinical applications

integrated into the anatomical descriptions, emphasizing the vital link between anatomical structure

and function Beautifully illustrated with expertly rendered digital watercolors, cross-sections, x-rays,

and CT and MRI scans Clearly labeled images help you easily identify each structure Summary

tables throughout ideal for rapid review Setting a new standard for the study of anatomy, the

THIEME Atlas of Anatomy is more than a collection of anatomical illustrationsit is an indispensable

resource for anyone who works with the human body

I have a large collection of neuroanatomy atlases, and I would call this book the best. and it is

certainly on the top of them. Neuroanatomy is a complex enough subject, as i deals with very

complex structures and mini-structures. I feel that 3d images are essential to have a good grasp of

structure orientation, rather than just simply studying brain in slices. Studying slices is important, but

i think 3D orietnation is more important and what summarizes different slices together to make

sense. I think this is the main book that does this function with its beautiful and coloured diagrams.

Unfortuantelly I do not have the accompanying CD.



I have finished all anatomy including neuro last year. Netter is still good but doesnt have any cross

sections of brainthis book has all different kind of cut sections but actually missing pictures as whole

brain.all those gyri and sulci i had to use other books.Heard Sobotta is pretty good as well with all

the pictures they have

Great supplemental text.

This atlas has the most beautiful anatomical pictures. They are precise and neat, and if you want to

learn head and neuroanatomy, seeing such great drawings motivates you. This is a must have book

for those who learn more and better by seeing the structures rather than just reading about them.

Thieme absolutely destroys Netter's. The Thieme series does a great job of creating images that are

easy to understand. The images will stay with you while working in a cadaver lab or clinical setting.

Purchase this book (or series) and dominate.

I have Netter's, Grant's, Sabotta. This one stands out. Much much better.The only one that I think is

better is the European (but older) version of Sabotta.

I got this for anatomy class in med school. It is a really good alternative to Netters. Get it for a

semester and then sell it back. It was worth it for me.

This series from Thieme (this is the third book) so far surpasses every other illustrated anatomy,

comparisons are almost pointless. Get all three, learn them, pass your exams.
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